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Installation Notes

System Requirements for Distance 5.0

Hardware Requirements
Any modern desktop PC will have no problem installing and running Distance 5.0.  It requires requires about 45MB of space on your hard drive, and the practical minimum hardware requirements are a Pentium II Processor, 48MB RAM, 800x600 SVGA monitor with 256 colors running Windows 98, ME, NT4 (Service Pack 3 or later), 2000 or XP (see below for other operating systems).   However, for satisfactory performance when using the GIS capabilities, we recommend having at least 64MB RAM with 128MB being much better.  Some of the GIS operations are very computer intensive, so a modern processor gives significantly faster performance.   Distance also looks better at 1024*768 screen resolution, with more than 256 colors.  However, for the pictures in the online help to display correctly, you need 32768 or more colors (“High color” or “True color” on Windows display properties).

R Statistical Software
A new feature of Distance 5 is the Mark Recapture Distance Sampling (MRDS) analysis engine, which allows analysis of double-observer data.  The MRDS engine is implemented as a library in the free statistical software R.  If you would like to use this engine, you will need to have a working copy R installed on your computer.  A copy of the setup package for the version of R tested for use with Distance is on the Support, Updates and Extras page of the Distance home page (http://www.ruwpa.st-and.ac.uk). You can also download R by browing to the R web site, http://www.r-project.org/ and following the "download" link.  You need the base precompiled binary distributions for Windows (95 and later).  Note, however, that R is under very active development, and new versions are released quite frequently.  Unfortunately, new versions are sometimes not compatible with libraries compiled in old versions.  We will endevour to test our libraries with each new version as it appears, and update it as required.  For more information about the version we are currently supporting, please browse to the Distance home page (http://www.ruwpa.st-and.ac.uk), Support, Updates and Extras page.

You can download and install R after you have installed Distance, and you can run Distance without having R installed - but you will get an error message if you try to run the MRDS engine without R.

For more information about the R-Distance link, see the Distance online help, Chapter 7.  There you will find a topic "R Statistical Software".

Windows Script 5.6
Distance requires that a working copy of Microsoft Windows Script 5.6 or later is installed on your computer.  The installation program contains a copy of th English language verion of Windows Script 5.6, and you have the option to install this as part of the program setup.  If you are using a non-English version of Windows, you will probably want to download and install the version of Windows Script appropriate for your language -- you can get this from http://www.microsoft.com/scripting/.  If you have already installed the appropriate version of Windows Script on your computer, then you should say "No" when the Distance setup program asks you if you want to install it's version.

HTML Help
Distance help is in the next-generation Microsoft HTML Help format.  If you have Windows 98 or later then you will automatically have the necessary viewing software on your computer.  However, if you have Windows 95 or NT4 then you may need to download the HTML help software from Microsoft.  This software is installed automatically with Microsoft Office 2000 or Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or later, but if you don't have either you should check after install that you can view the Distance help.  If not, the easiest approach is to download and install the latest version of Internet Explorer (http://www.microsoft.com/ie).  If you're allergic to Internet Explorer, you can probably install the HTML help viewer separately: go to http://www.microsoft.com and search for "HTML Help".

Adobe Acrobat Reader
The Distance User's Guide is also available in Adobe PDF format.  To read this file (which is installed in the Distance/Help directory), you need a copy of Adobe Acrobat reader, available from http://www.adobe.com.

Running Distance under other operating systems

To run Distance under non-Windows operating systems, a Windows emulator is required.

Linux: Although we don't have any direct experience, Distance should run without problems within the emulation software VMWare (http://www.vmware.com) or win4lin(http://www.netraverse.com/).  For VMWare, note that there is a free version called VMWare player, and if you search the web under something like "Free VMWare" you will find instructions about how to set up operating system images using free software (one site is http://johnbokma.com/vmware-player/).  Other possibilities are to use the free emulators Bochs  (pronounced "box" - slow, apparently) or QEMU  (with the accelerator module).  For up to date information, try searching the web for "PC Emulators" or "PC Virtualizers".  If you try any of these solutions, please let us know how you get on!

Apple Macintosh: A previous version of Distance was tested on a G4 PowerMac running Virtual PC (now aquired by Microsoft http://www.microsoft.com/mac/) and ran without problems, although it required a fair amount of memory and runs quite slow.  Other emulators will probably work as well - see http://www.macwindows.com/emulator.html  for a list and latest news.  If you try any, then let us know how they work.  Another option, if you have an Intel-based Mac, is to use Apple's Boot Camp software and load Windows onto it.

Running Distance in extended character systems

If you use an extended character operating system (e.g., Chinese, Japanese or Korean language Windows) then you need to make the following change to the program preferences before you start using the program.  Once you have installed Distance:
1. Start Distance
2. From the menu, choose Tools | Preferences...
3. Click on the General tab.  Un-tick the box "Store results in compressed format in project databases"
4. Click OK.

You need to make this change because by default Distance compresses the results from analyses when it stores them in project databases, and at present it cannot decode these results on extended character operating systems.  For more information, see Known Problem 247 (on the Distance web site, support page).

Installing Distance under Windows

To launch the Distance setup program, run the file d5setup.exe.  You are then guided through the installation.  If you have an older operating system, you may be asked to re-boot again early in the installation process and then restart the install.  You may also be asked to reboot after install has finished.

Once Distance is installed, you can run Distance 5 from the Programs | Distance 5 folder off the Start menu on your windows Taskbar.

A list of the files added by Distance installation is given in Appendix 1.

Installing Distance 5 alongside previous versions of Distance

Distance 5 is designed to exist happily alongside Distance 4 and Distance 3.5.  By default it is installed into a different directory (C:\Program Files\Distance 5), and so will not overwrite of the previous project files.  Distance 5 registers itself to open .dst files, so you'll have to open Distance 3.5 and 4 projects from inside those programs.

Distance 5 does cause one minor problem with Distance 4, because of new versions of shared components.  It is:
·	When editing set names in Distance 4, the new set name is not shown when you click enter.
·	 
·	Installing and Running Distance on a network or multi-user system
·	
·	To install Distance over a network, you need to have appropriate permissions to write to the system directories.  If you work in a large organization, you'll need to work with your network administrator to do this.
·	
·	By default, Distance keeps its initialization settings in a file called DistIni.mdb, in the distance program directory.  To run, it needs read/write access to this file.  If the Distance program is placed in a directory where users do not have write access, then you will need to move this file, and tell Distance that you have moved it.  You do this as follows:
·	
·	(1) To create one DistIni.mdb for all users.  Place the DistIni.mdb file in a folder where all users will have write permission.  Make sure they have read-write permission on the fite too.  Edit the registry, and add a string key in 
·	HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Distance\Distance 5.0\DefaultSettingsDbPath
·	The value should be the fully qualified folder name - e.g., if the file location is "X:\Users\AllUsers\DistIni.mdb" then the registry setting's value should be "X:\Users\AllUsers"
·	
·	(2) To create a separate DistIni.mdb for all users.  Place a copy of the DistIni.mdb file a separate folder for each user.  Make sure they have read-write permission for this file.  Get the user to log on, edit the registry, and add a string key in 
·	HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Distance\Distance 5.0\DefaultSettingsDbPath
·	(You could also edit the appropriate location in HKEY_USERS.)  The value should be the fully qualified folder name - e.g., if the file location is "X:\Sean\Distance\DistIni.mdb" then the registry setting's value should be "X:\Sean\Distance"
·	
·	When Distance starts up, it will now use the DistIni file in its new location, rather than in the program directory.
·	
·	Problems with Install
·	
·	A list of known problems encountered installing Distance is given further down this readme file under "Known Problems | Installation".  If you are having a problem that is not listed there, please (1) check your computer meets the minimum requirements (above); (2) check the list of know problems on the distance web site; (3) check the archives of the distance-sampling discussion list (see below); (4) look at the file c:\Program Files\Distance 5\Install.log to see if it gives you any clues as to the problem; (5) contact the program authors by email: distance@mcs.st-and.ac.uk.
·	
·	Sample Projects
·	Information on the sample projects is given in Chapter 2 of the online help.
·	
·	Replacing the Sample Projects
·	To replace the sample projects, begin by deleting the old ones from the Sample Projects subdirectory of the Distance install directory (usually C:\Program Files\Distance 5).  Then, re-run the setup program.  In the "Select components" window, uncheck every option except  "Sample projects".  Continue through the setup program.
·	
·	Upgrading from previous releases of Distance 5
·	
·	To upgrade from a previous release of Distance 5, simply install the new version over the top of the old one.  If you want to keep the same projects, you should rename them first.  
·	
There is one minor issue concerning MRDS Model Definitions created in beta versions of Distance 5.  The language used to store the model definition has been updated in going from the beta version to the first non-beta release.  This means that when you first open an MRDS model definition properties created in a beta version, the way the model definition properties are stored is changed slightly, so when you click "OK" Distance will say it needs to reset any analyses using this model definition that have been run.  There is no difference in what the model definition is actually asking the analysis engine to do, so if you re-run the analysis again you should get the same result.  So, one solution is to accept having Distance reset the analysis and re-run it.  Another is to press "Cancel" rather than "OK" once you have viewed the model defintion properties - in this case no change will be made to the specification - but you will get the same message next time you view the properties.  If you ran the analysis using an earlier beta version (say beta 4 or earlier) it is probably a good idea to re-run it in any case, as a number of issues have been resolved in the analysis engine since then.

Distance 5.0 Beta 1 projects that used the MRDS engine will not work in later releases -- your best bet is to re-import the data and recreate the project.  If this is a major problem, contact the program authors and we can work around this.

Uninstalling Distance

To uninstall Distance, click on the Add/Remove Programs icon in the Windows Control Panel.  Choose Distance 5 from the list and click the Add/Remove button.   During the removal process, you will be asked whether you want to remove shared components.   Press "Yes to All".   The install program may not be able to remove all of the folders under C:\Program Files\Distance 4\ if you have changed any files in them (e.g., by creating new projects in \Sample projects).   In this case you will have to remove these folders manually after the installation has finished.

Distance makes no changes to the system registry, so there is nothing to delete there.

Distance-sampling email discussion list

The purpose of this list is to promote the sharing of ideas and information among researchers and practitioners interested in distance sampling techniques. It is a relatively low-volume list, and has been running since 1998.
Suitable topics for posting include: questions about survey design and analysis, new methodological developments ,use of software tools (program Distance and other software) ,news about upcoming meetings, workshops and conferences where distance methods will be discussed ,jobs in distance sampling-related fields .
To join this distance-sampling list, send an email to jiscmail@jiscmail.ac.uk with the following in the body of the message (not in the subject line):
join distance-sampling yourfirstname yourlastname
Replace the text “yourfirstname” with your first name and the text “yourlastname” with your last name (e.g., join distance-sampling Joan Smith) 
In response, you will receive a message back that explains how to use the listserver. More information about the listserver, and an archive of messages sent to the list, are available at the list's home page
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/distance-sampling.html
Please check the archive of previous messages before posting!

Current restrictions for Release 2

·	Project setup and import
o	If length or distance fields are measured in one field but to be analyzed in another then only the measurement units are imported from the old D3.5 file.  Units of analysis must be set in the new data filter manually.  (This is because data filters are not imported when the project is imported, and analysis units are now in the data filters.) If the units are not one of those that Distance recognizes (from the default project settings database) then the units will not be imported.
·	MCDS Analysis Engine
o	Maximum number of covariates and factor levels is listed in the manual, under “Limitations”
o	When covariates are specified, only half-normal and hazard-rate key functions allowed
o	Cannot force the fitted function to be monotonic decreasing
o	When cluster size is a covariate, stratified analyses are not allowed
o	Cannot have non-factor covariate value -9999.
·	MRDS Analysis Engine
o	Line transect surveys only (not point transects)
o	Ignores units conversion specified in the Units tab of the Data Filter

Known problems in Release 2

The following is a list of known problems as of the release date.  An up-to-date list will of problems and work-arounds will be kept at the Distance web site (http://www.ruwpa.st-and.ac.uk/distance/).
Installation
·	{96} On many machines, you are asked to reboot during the install process.  However, on some Win98 machines, during reboot, you get the message “Cannot find setup.exe”.  Workarounds: 1. reboot again, or 2. Run d40setup.exe again. [Len: 13 March 01]
·	{179} On vanilla Win NT 4.0 SP6 machines (and possibly others), during the last part of the install, you get the error message "The procedure entry point _lc_collate_cp could not be loaded in the dynamic link library MSVCRT.dll".  After installation is completed, you then cannot load geographic projects into D4 (e.g., the sample project D4Mexico).  Workaround: reboot, then install Distance 4 again.  [Len 10 May 2002 - cause new version of MSVCRT is installed, but is not backwards compatible -- need to find some way to reboot before registering components if MSVCRT is replaced]
·	{246} On starting Distance on some machines get message “Distance could not find a component it needs to run. This is due to an installation problem or a conflict with another program.” or “Automation error. Library not registered.” or “File name or class name not found during automation operation.”  Usually occurs in D4Util.StringHandling module.  Solution: (i) Uninstall Distance; (ii) Download and install Windows Script 5.6 from the scripting page of the Microsoft Web site, which is currently www.microsoft.com/scripting; (iii) Reboot; (iv) Re-install Distance.  (Note: Windows Script 5.6 is supposed to be shipped with Windows XP but it may be that another program on this person’s system had broken it). [Colin Driscoll 24 Oct 03; Workaround LJT 27 Oct 03; other examples reported subsequently] 
·	{255} Various problems have been reported on machines with some anti-virus software, including the machine locking up.  We recommend that you disable your anti-virus software while you run the setup program, and then enable it again after Distance is installed.  If you are concerned, feel free to scan the setup program for viruses before running it. [LJT 9 Dec 03]
·	Interface
·	(Design properties items are in the next section, with the Design Engine)
·	{16} General: Interface doesn't prevent user from making changes while items are running – e.g., changing the Data Filter or Model Definition while an analysis is running.  If you do this, however, you will get errors.
·	{194} General: When upgrading from a Distance 3.5 project, and the destination folder for the D4 project is different from the source folder of the D35 project, under Windows 98 get an error that the new data file cannot be opened.  This error doesn’t occur under Windows XP. [Len 5 Aug 02]
·	{195} General – properties windows.  When you press F1, the help window that opens is always the same, regardless of which tab is showing.  Ideally, the help window would be appropriate for the tab.  [Len 12 Aug 02 – Cause: couldn’t get the Control Extender’s generic event to fire when late binding the properties controls – would like to have an event called HelpContextIDChanged that passes a new contextID each time a tab is shown in the properties controls.  Perhaps to do with binary compatibility?]
·	{247} General – Details windows.  On systems with extended character sets (e.g., Chinese, Japanese and Korean Language systems), the results of running analyses, surveys, etc. are not displayed.  This occurs because the results are compressed in the project database and the decompression doesn’t work on these systems.  Workaround: choose Tools | Preferences, and under the General tab, un-check the box “Store results in compressed format in project databases”.  Now analyses you run should display fine.  Note that you will have to re-run previous analyses for them to display.  If you exchange projects with computers that do not have extended character systems, these computers will have to have the compress option switched off too.  [LJT 28 Nov 2003]
·	{19} Analysis Components: "No item selected" message sometimes pops up when you try to delete a Data Filter or Model Definition, even if you know that one is selected.  Workaround: Close the window and re-open it.  [Internal note: Caused by bug in grid component where the grid is not binding tightly enough to the data control, and the record gets out of synch.  Need to contact VideoSoft for fix or find a workaround.]
·	{21} Analysis Details, Results tab.  When the results page titles are very long, the drop-down combo list gets resized so it is wider than the screen, and so the scroll bar disappears. (Note: Problem is in D4Util.ComboAdjustWidth – need to use an API routine to get the left pixel position of the drop-down and subtract this from the screen width.)  [1 Dec 00] 
·	{226} Analysis Details, Results tab.  When pasting a graph into another application that had been copied from CDS or MCDS results using “copy plot to clipboard”, one Windows ME system intermittently gave the error message “Distance has caused an error in MSCHRT20.ocx”.  Workarounds – (1) seems to be less common if you leave the graph page showing while doing the paste (ie don’t close the Analysis Details window); (2) save the plot data to file in Model Definition | Detection function | Diagnostics, and use the macro on the Distance web site from Tim Gerrodette to reproduce the plot in Excel.  Note – this is a problem with Microsoft’s chart control and we don’t expect to be able to fix it.  Related to known problems on the Microsoft web site support page numbers 139577, 142793 and 179458.  [Rob Williams 31 March 03].
·	{24} Browsers: Results pane (right hand side) – results with many 000s (either large or small) are not displaying in exponent format.
·	{26} Data Explorer: When you delete a data layer, any open design and survey details results windows that display maps go blank. [12 Jan 01]
·	{28} Data Explorer.  Some data editing functions missing: when you hit tab in data entry mode you are not taken to the next cell; the up and down arrow keys move you along the edit string rather than up and down.  Probably more issues here.
·	{29} Data Explorer: Operations that alter the structure of the data base (adding or deleting data layers, adding or deleting data fields, renaming fields or layers) cause an error if the data sheet is already locked by something else – for example if the layer is in a map that is open, or a design run.  [Len: I need to go through the data sheet code putting in LockDataLayers method calls, and also need to enforce no editing of data while items are running.]
·	{31} Data Explorer: When you add a new field to an existing data layer, the values are blank and have no default.  [I don't know what's a sensible thing to do here...]
·	{32} Data Explorer, Shape Properties.  When you input an invalid shape (e.g., only one vertex of a polygon) you get no warning message – the shape is simply not saved.
·	{133} Data Explorer - there is no way to delete cell values.  Pressing Del should turn the value into a Null - useful, for example, if you want to represent missing data in the data sheet (e.g., missing covariate values). [26 Sept 01, Len]
·	{138} Data Explorer, Data Import, etc.  Currently, there is no check that a field name is valid (e.g., in renaming fields, in importing new fields, etc). [1 Oct 01, Len]
·	{267} Data Explorer: When you rename a layer it should rename the shapefile [LJT 15 March 2004]
·	{332} Data Explorer: Allows you to delete the global record, with no warning at all! [EAR 26 September 2005]
·	{36} Data Filter Properties, Units tab.  When you specify units other than "Same as...", you can get warning messages about overwriting the defaults when you run the analysis.
·	{129} Data Filter Properties, Units tab.  Angle is automatically specified as Degrees here, but unless you also specify some valid angle units in the Data Explorer, you get an error message when running the analysis: "The angle field 'Angle' has no units associated with it."  This message is unclear - should say where you need to specify the units. [10 Sept 01, Len]
·	{37} Design Browser and Details: When you run a design to generate a coverage probability grid, if you say OK to overwrite an existing field, if it fails, it leaves the data layer in a poor state (the field name is deleted from DataFields but the field is still in the data table).
·	{38} Design Details: There is no "Stop" button once you press run. [12 Jan 01]
·	{39} Design Details: You can change the Type Of Design for designs that have been run, or that have Surveys attached to them, without Distance noticing and prompting you to agree to reset the Design and Surveys. [14 Jan 01]
·	{42} Details Windows: Too much refreshing and flickering of combo boxes when new items selected.  Particularly bad in Analysis Details.
·	{45} Details Log Windows: Clicking on an error in the bottom window doesn’t scroll you to that line in the top window.
·	{310} Help: On some systems, viewing some pages causes the following message to appear: "An ActiveX control on this page might be unsafe to interact with other parts of the page. Do you want to allow this interaction?”.  The problem is actually with the Microsoft HTML Help control, which is not installed properly for some reason.  One possible fix is to unregister and then re-register the control, which you can do by opening a Command Prompt window and typing the following two commands:
regsvr32 /u %windir%\system32\hhctrl.ocx
regsvr32 %windir%\system32\hhctrl.ocx 
For more information, see http://www.macromedia.com/cfusion/webforums/forum/ messageview.cfm?catid=449&threadid=967762&enterthread=y [Pierre Richard 28 Feb 2005; Workaround LJT 2 March 2005]
·	{211} Import Data Wizard: “Error 3433: Invalid setting in Excel key of the Engines section of the Windows Registry” on some machines, when you click Next to go from the Data Destination step to the Data File Format step.  This is not a bug in Distance; another program on the affected system has changed a part of the windows registry to a state that isn’t valid.  The solution is to edit the windows registry to correct the problem.  To start the registry editor program, click Start and then Run.  In the Open box, type Regedit.exe.  In the registry editor, expand the following key: “HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Jet\3.5\Engines\Text”.  Under the Format key, you should see the following value: Delimited().  From the menu choose Edit and then Modify and change the value to CSVDelimited.  This should fix the problem.  If not, or the value was already CSVDelimited, then you have a different problem.  [DLB 14 Jan 03; Solution LJT 15 Jan 03]
·	{222} Import Data Wizard: Importing large datasets is very slow.  [20 March 03]
·	{331} Import Data Wizard: When you import into a dataset that has no global record, none of the imported records show up.  Proposed solution: when there is no global record, just add one before starting the import. [EAR 26 September 05]
·	{46} Main Window: If you stop a design simulation mid-way through (by pressing Stop on the toolbar), the progress % indicator on the main toolbar still says Progress x% - this should be cleared. Perhaps the design is not halted correctly or completely?  [12 Jan 01]
·	{47} Map Browser: Doesn't allow you to hit enter in the name field in browser grids while editing.
·	{184} Map Window: If you use map tips, then when you try to close a project, get a message that it could not compact the project as DB still in use.  Possible reference leak in map tips?  Message goes away once you’ve exited Distance. [25 June 2002, LJT]
·	{49} Model Definition Properties: CDS and MCDS – Multipliers tabs.  If you select the CueRate box for any other than the first line in Multipliers, Distance will put them on the first line next time you open the properties
·	{125} Model Definition Properties: MCDS.  You can get to the position when it thinks cluster size has been added as a covariate when it hasn’t.  To get there: add a covariate, tick the cluster size box, then remove the covariate.  Clicking on the first tab, shows it thinks cluster size is a covar.  [LJT 19 July 2001]
·	Design Engine and Design Properties
·	{55} Design Engine cannot be run out of process (possibly some problem in the NEngineInterface) – gives a "cannot find stratum" error (by "run" I mean generate surveys and assess probability of coverage) [15 Jan 01]
·	{40} Design Properties: When you change the properties of a design that has already been run (ie coverage probability results exist), the status is not reset or results deleted [12 Jan 01]
·	{41} Design Properties: Pressing Defaults causes an object not found error.
·	{87} Design Properties: Problem with the calculator for probability of coverage when it is assumed even.  See 87.zip -- BajaCalifornia Norte has 87% of the effort, but looking at the results of the probability of coverage it is 0 for almost all the strata except the Sonora one (see Map and Grid1 field New Design). [9 Feb 01, Len]
·	{88} Design Properties: Zigzag design, maybe others.  Tick allocate effort by sampler length, update effort in real time, percentage from __ sampler length.  Now, as you enter values in the sampler length, you get error messages saying that the amount is not enough – I don't think it should check as you actually change the number, but only when you loose focus from that box. [9 Feb 01, Len]
·	{89} Design Properties: Crash in design engine – subscript out of range.  See New Survey in 89a.zip.  See also 89b.zip – may be the same problem, or a different one.  I think in this case it is something to do with the rotation of the design axis for each stratum – when I set them all to 0 it runs no problem. [9 Feb 01, Len]
·	{90} Design Properties: Equal spacing zigzag, Effort allocation, Design axis section.  The Defined as geographic coordinates tick box is enabled when you start by default.  If you click on the radio button Determined by start and end location, and then back on Runs at angle to design axis it is now disabled and I can't seem to re-enable it.  [9 Feb 01, Len]
·	{263} Design properties: On some projected shapefiles, selecting options in the design coordinate system part of the General Properties tab causes an error in D4DesEng.GeneralDesignProperties.InitDesignObject when the project is run [Gjermund Bøthun 8 March 04]
·	{265} Design Properties: Systematic Random Line Design. Effort allocation, absolute values for line lengths.  When you enter a new line length value, the Samplers and Spacing columns don't update. [LJT: 15 March 04]
·	{266} Design Properties: Systematic Random Line Design. Can define design axis by angle, but cannot define them by x-y coordinates as you can with the equal spacing zigzag.  Would be nice to add this feature.  [LJT: 15 March 04]
·	{91} I don't know if the error messages in the survey for 91.zip are valid nor not – 1,000,000 meters of sampling seems like it should be enough (see last bug for why its not in kilometers!). Looking at the data sheet, it does seem to have created 2 lines.  When I try 1,000,000 meters of effort per stratum, I get lines generated too, but also the same error messages in each stratum. [9 Feb 01, Len]
·	{92} Incorrect error messages about lines being too long and reset to 100000 in 92.zip [9 Feb 01, Len]
·	{103} Sampler properties are not saved properly if you don’t choose same properties for all strata.  This can cause various error messages when running the design or survey, e.g.: (i) No effort, unable to generate survey; (ii) Error 13 (type mismatch) in D4DesEng. ControlDesignProcess. ReadDesignDefinitionString.  To reproduce: (i) Open mexico sample project; (ii) create a new design; (iii) on General Properties tab choose Stratum Layer: “MexStrat”; (iv) on Sampler tab, uncheck Same Properties for all strata; (v) click OK to save the sampler properties; (vi) open the properties again, and go to the Sampler tab – the properties for all the strata except the first one are now blank. [20 March 01, Len]
·	{120} If don’t define polygon for global stratum, then plots of surveys and designs at the region level have a strange extent [18 June 01, David] [Len to fix].
·	{121} Get an error message when you run designs with new layer names that include a “.” or “_”. [18 June 01, David] [Len to fix]
·	{122} Adjusted angle design sometimes plots both a straight line and a curved line for some sections of some transects (at least I’ve seen it do it on at least one transect quite frequently). See survey IJHalf2 (and IJHalf1) in 122.zip. [18 June 01, David]
·	{123} When using a design to create a new survey, the area and effort field names are not filled in (they are shown as [None] in the Survey Properties | Data fields tab. (Internal note: the relevant commands are the Fld part of Area /Lyr= /Fld= and Effort /Lyr= /Fld=). [11 July 01, Len]
·	{274} Design engine: Equal angle zigzag.  Choosing a design axis angle other than 0 (e.g., 90) causes a subscript out of range error in the engine.  Defining the design axis using coordinates works.  [LJT 22 April 2004]
·	{275} Design engine?  Tools | Preferences | Design | Echo commands to log works when you run the design to generate coverage prob, but not to generate a survey. [LJT 22 April 2004]
·	{276} Design Properties: Equal angle zigzag.  Setting effort to 0 (e.g., line length) in some strata causes a warning message, when it would be useful to be able to use to specify no effort in some strata.  Also, if you previously specified a positve line length, then the 0 value doesn’t seem to “take”, in that if you generate the survey there is a non-zero effort for that stratum [LJT 22 April 2004]
·	{289} When you specify assume even coverage under Coverage Probability and you have stratum, the coverage probabilities appear to be assigned to the wrong strata – see D4MexioTiago.dst [Tiago Marques 10 June 2004]
Analysis Engines (problems affecting >1 engine)
·	[none at present]
MCDS Analysis Engine (includes CDS as well)
·	{130} When running an analysis, if units are of the wrong type (e.g., angle field has units "meters", then the resulting error message isn't very helpful: " Internal Error description: "Error reading project or program setting 'AngUnit.Metre': Setting not found, and no default supplied." [10 Sept 01, Len]
·	{190} When you specify starting values or bounds on parameters, doesn’t check that the number of starting values does not exceed the number of parameters, and that the number of bounds does not exceed the total number of key functions.  (Note – see engine code commented out routine CheckBounds for more info). [LJT 17 July 02]
·	{227} On some machines (Windows 2000 and XP only) where the user has a name with accents in it, running any analysis produces the following error message: 
** Warning: Analysis engine wrote some output to the console error stream, reproduced below. **
-- Start of Console Error Stream -- 
forrtl: severe (43): file name specification error, unit 13, file [there may be a file name or some jibberish here]
Image              PC        Routine            Line        Source             
D4.exe             004B0039  Unknown            Unknown     Unknown
[other lines here deleted]
D4.exe             00431155  CLRDAT                    937  Datcom.for
The problem is that the FORTRAN analysis engine is not able to cope with TEMP directories that have accents in them.  The solution is to rename your TEMP and TMP environment variables.  Instructions for Windows XP (something similar should work in other operating systems): (i) Using Windows explorer, create a temp directory e.g., C:\Windows\Temp (or you may have one there already; you can use any other folder you like so long as it doesn’t have an accent in the folder name) (ii) From the control panel, open System Properties; (iii) In the Advanced tab, click on Environment variables; (iv) In the top window, look for the user variables TEMP and TMP. If they are there, change them both to c:\Windows\Temp (click the EDIT button). If they are not there, don't worry; (v) In the bottom windows, look again for TEMP and TMP. If they are there, change them both to c:\Windows\temp. If they are not there, click on New to create them (one with variable name TEMP and value c:\Windows\Temp, then another with variable name TMP and value c:\Windows\temp); (vi) click OK to confirm the changes and then reboot to get the new environment variables loaded.  The analyses should now run without problems.  Contact us if it doesn’t. [LJT 14 April 2003; workaround 20 Oct 2003]
·	{326} CDS: Analytic confidence intervals from bootstrap density estimates can be very wide  – much wider than the corresponding percentile intervals.  Seems to be associated with some bootstrap replicates not converging. [Mark Faherty 27 July 2005]
·	{66} MCDS: Slow.  Generally needs some tuning of estimation. (Can vectorize arrays, etc.) [Aug 2000]
·	{162} MCDS: Bootstrap CV and confidence limit estimates do not include variance due to multipliers.  This means that the bootstrap results underestimate variance when multipliers with SEs>0 are specified. [9 Jan 02, LJT]
·	{198} MCDS: On Windows 2000, MCDS example detection function plots do not display properly – they show as two lines (red and blue) and no figure, rather than the expected 3 lines (yellow, orange, red) Solution: Install Windows Script 5.6, available for download from Microsoft (www.microsoft.com/scripting) or from the Support page of the Distance web site.  [18 Aug 02, LJT]
·	{344} When doing a size bias regression on data in intervals, the mcds engine uses the exact distance value that is in the data, rather than the interval.  [29 June 06 DLB] It now issues a warning to this effect, but all the same a better solution would be (a) when regressing cluster size against g(x) use the average g(x) between the interval cutpoints; (b) when regressing cluster size against x, use the estimated expected distance of an animal between the interval cutpoints. 
·	MRDS Analysis Engine
·	{346} Units not recognized correctly at present (e.g., if you have line length in meters, distances in meters and area in ha you get an order of magnitude wrong answer).  Problem is likely in interface, not R library.  [LJT 17 Aug 2006]
·	DSM Analysis Engine
·	 [none at present]
Other
·	[none at present]

Resolved problems and new features in Release 2 patched 9 January 2008
MRDS Analysis Engine
·	{355} Cannot deal with missing distances in interval data.  Error is in create.interval.data function.  [Fixed LJT 9 Jan 2008]
·	{356} When running analyses using previous detection functions, get error “Could not find the method command in model definition”.  [Fixed LJT 9 Jan 2008]

Resolved problems and new features in Release 2
New Features/Upgrades
·	CDS/MCDS: Default behaviour changed when there is one transect in a stratum, or globally, or density is specified by sample.  Previously in these cases, encounter rate variance was assumed to be Poisson.  Now, encounter rate variance is assumed to be zero, and inferences should be restricted to density/abundance in the covered area, rather than the whole study area (if larger).  A warning is issued, and appropriate documentation added to the manual.
·	Import Data Wizard: Ability to choose type of decimal symbol added in Step 4 of the wizard.  Default is to respect the operating system’s regional settings, and the alternative is to use the period – i.e., “.”.
Resolved Problems
MRDS Analysis Engine
·	{349} When analyzing data in intervals, if also doing truncation get the error message “Error in process.data(data, meta.data, check = FALSE) : Error: width must exceed largest interval end point”. [Fixed LJT 21 Sept 2006 and JLL]
·	See Fixes.txt in mrds library directory within R for details of other minor fixes (you need to run an MRDS analysis first to unpack the new library)

Resolved problems and new features in Release 1 (an internal release)
New Features/Upgrades
·	CDS/MCDS: Included a full list of warnings and errors produced by CDS and MCDS engine in online manual.
·	CDS/MCDS: Added a warning when user does size bias regression using interval distance data (see known problem 344).
·	MRDS: Now using mrds library version 1.2.7.  Summary of new features since beta 5  (for a full list, see Fixes.txt in the mrds library folder – run an MRDS analysis first to unpack the new version):
·	Various internal changes to streamline the program
·	Adjustment terms added to ddf.df() – not yet available via the Distance graphical user interface as needs more testing.
·	Various changes to statistics that are output
·	Improved starting values and robustness of optimization
·	Improved support for distance data in intervals
·	Now works if there is only one stratum, and gives sensible output if Area = 0
·	Improved support for single observer analysis (ddf.ds) with double observer configuration
·	Improved detection function plots (although still further improvements to make – see Fixes.txt)
·	MRDS: Added option under Help | Online manuals to open the mrds R library help.
·	MRDS: R errors and warnings are now recognized in the analysis details log.
·	MRDS: Added an option to get extended output from density estimates (Misc tab in model definition)
·	MRDS: Added interface code that allows running of single-observer configuration surveys in this engine (but you have to use detection function method ds).
·	MRDS: Added left truncation for single observer configuration
·	MRDS: Added interval data, with fixed intervals for all observations (intervals that vary by observation is available in the mrds R library, but not yet in the interface).  Note that you can’t do left or right truncation when there is interval data.
·	MRDS: Correctly converts units of line length and perpendicular distance to units of area, but still ignores any unit conversion specified in the units tab of the data filter.
·	Online manual updated to reflect the above changes, and other minor additions and improvements made. 
Resolved Problems
Interface
·	{347} General – when extra large fonts are used, some parts of the interface become hard to read as they disappear behind other controls [Leif Kastdalen 14 Aug 2006; Fixed LJT 18 Aug 2006]
·	{348} General – the active tab appears at the wrong font size, depending on the font size setting in the Windows system.  [LJT 18 Aug 2006] (The problem is due to a bug in the tab control we use.) [Workaround LJT 18 Aug 2006]
·	{341} Main Window: When you have a multi-screen computer where Distance is open on the secondary machine, and you then unplug the second screen, Distance doesn’t move to the primary screen so you can’t see it!  [EAR 14 April 2006; Fixed LJT 14 April 2006]
·	{340} Model Definition Properties: CDS and MCDS – Estimate tab.  When estimating density by sample, stratum and global, if Global density estimate is mean of stratum estimates, weighted by total effort in stratum, the stratum as replicates box becomes ticked when re-opening the properties, regardless of what it was when they were last closed.  Doesn’t happen when not estimating density by stratum.  [26 March 2006, Silka Kempema; Fixed in Beta 5]
Analysis Engines (problems affecting >1 engine)
·	{339} MRDS and DSM engines: When the data structure is complex, with multiple substratum or subsample layers and there are covariates, can encounter an error “Error: Encountered a problem while executing the data creating query” (this problem was previously resolved in the CDS and MCDS engines). [Carter Watterson, 30 March 2006; Fixed LJT 30 March 3006]
MCDS Analysis Engine (includes CDS as well)
·	{343} When using right truncation for cluster size (on Data Filter | Truncation) truncated observations were given a cluster size of 0 and included in the calculations, rather than being excluded. [29 June 06 DLB, Fixed 14 Aug 06 LJT]
MRDS Analysis Engine
·	Various fixes made to the mrds library – see Fixes.txt for details (you need to run an MRDS analysis first to unpack the new library)
·	{345} Summary info about GOF and Density estimates not displaying in results details – R code needs updating to use print rather than summary.  [Fixed LJT 15 August 06]
Other
·	{342} Database Engine: When updating multiple records, under some circumstances the wrong records could be updated (when the ID order does not match the order of the records in the database table.  [Carter Watterson, 20 April 2006; Fixed LJT 21 April 2006]

Resolved problems and new features in Beta 6 (an internal beta)
New Features/Upgrades
·	This release, which was for internal distribution only, includes a preliminary version of the DSM analysis engine.
·	MRDS: The way that field names are turned into variables to be included in the detection function formulae has been changed (to accommodate future analysis engines in R).  The change only affects field names from layers other than the Observation layer.  This means that formulae that use fields from layers other than the Observation layer as variables will need to be changed.  For details of the new naming convention, see Chapter 10 of the online manual, under the topic “Translating Distance Fields into DS and MR Covariates”.
Resolved Problems
Interface
·	{333} Analysis Details, Inputs tab.  If you edit the data filter or model definition name, delete the name and then hit enter or click elsewhere, get a crash “Run-time error -2147214289 (80041c2f) Name cannot be blank”. [Mark Trinder 27 Sept 2005; Fixed LJT 28 Sept 2005]
·	{334} Analysis Details, Log tab.  If you don’t define the area units then you can get an message telling you to refer to the Misc tab of the Model Definition.  This should refer you to the Units tab of the Data Filter. [Louise Burth 12 Oct 2005; Fixed LJT 12 Oct 2005]
·	{337} Project Properties: For a non-geographic project, the geographic properties (projection system, etc) are set when the project is created, rather then being read from the defaults if a non-geographic project is set to geographic [LJT 18 Jan 2006; fixed LJT 18 Jan 2006]
·	{338} Project Properties: The densification geographic property is set to be project specific by default, when the default should be to read it from the default settings [LJT 18 Jan 2006; fixed LJT 18 Jan 2006]
·	MCDS Analysis Engine
·	{336} When you are fitting a detection function at one level (e.g. global) and estimating at a lower level (e.g., stratum or sample) and there are no observations at that level, the output gives the estimated f(0), ESW and p as 0.0.  [30 Nov 2005 Mark Hulme; fixed 30 Nov 2005 - under these circumstances those estimates are no longer printed in the results]
·	MRDS Analysis Engine
·	{335} When run under R 2.2.0, get the log error: Error in install.packages("[directory here]\\mrds.zip",  : unused argument(s) (CRAN ...).  Workaround: MRDS is only supported with R 2.1.1; future versions will support 2.2.0 and later.  For setup package of for the currently supported version, see the support page of the Distance web site [Louise Burt 23 Nov 05; Fixed LJT 24 Nov 05]

Resolved problems and new features in Beta 5
New Features/Upgrades
·	MRDS: Now using mrds library version 1.2.2:
o	Fixed a number of problems in beta (see resolved problems).  Additional changes/new features listed below.
o	1) Prevent use of "observer" in model for trial data.
o	2) plot and gof functions now all contain a breaks= field and use it if provided.
o	3) predict functions now all contain compute and newdata argument and use them as specified.
o	4) if an object is not detected by either observer an error is issued and the analysis stops
o	5) if fields other than "observer" or "detected" are different between observers a warning is issued that it may cause analysis to fail.
o	6) bins used for an analysis are automatically used in plot and gof without specifying in the arguments. A binned analysis is easily created with a call to make.bins prior to the analysis.
o	7) Prevent use of "observer" in model for trial data
o	8) plot and gof functions now all contain a breaks= field and use it if provided.
o	9) predict functions now all contain compute and newdata argument and use them as specified.
o	10) if an object is not detected by either observer an error is issued and the analysis stops
o	11) if fields other than observer or detected are different between observers a warning is issued that it may cause analysis to fail.
o	12) bins used for an analysis are automatically used in plot and gof without specifying in the arguments. A binned analysis is easily created with a call to make.bins prior to the analysis.
o	13) modified ddf.ds to restrict exponent of haz rate to be >1
o	14) modified gstdint and tablecgf to use a standardized set of grid points (exponentially spaced with more points closest to 0) for computing integrals to create a spline for interpolation. calls to tablecgf in integratedetfct and flt.lnl were modfied. 
o	15) ddf.ds and flt were also changed such that the option showit now has 3 levels:   0 - no messages; 1- basic messages about refitting; 2 - all iterations are shown
o	16) Also in ddf.ds the parscale command in optim is used to resolve problems with scaling continuous covariates - need to test this more but appeared to be working well.  It uses the  max value of each column in the design matrix as the scalar for the parameter. This puts each parameter on the same footing in the optimization.
o	17) added functions model.table, collect.models and collect.model.names;  these are presently not documented and aren't complete for all model types but does work for method="ds".  It collects sets of results and builds a table for model selection.  
o	18) dht.se was modified to return the component v-c matrices (vc1 for detection prob and vc2 for er).dht was modified to pass vc,vc1 and vc2 as a list in its return arguments. The list elements under vc are named total, detection and er.  Also it computes the average detection probability and passes it back as average.p

·	CDS/MCDS: Results stats file now gives parameter estimates, as well as number of key function, adjustment and covariate parameters.  See “MCDS Engine Stats File” in the MCDS Engine appendix of the online help. 
·	Maps.  Default colours are now chosen from a palette that ensures that (i) polygon lines contrast within lines/points; (ii) they are not too garish.
Resolved Problems
Interface
·	{319} Analysis Details, Log tab.  When running in debug mode, it reports the directories and filenames where it has saved command files, etc, in Windows short file (8+3) format.  This can be confusing for users - would be better in long file format.  [Jeff Laake 1 June 2005; Fixed LJT 3 June 2005]
·	{311} Import Data Wizard: When click finish, get Error 3251: Operation is not supported for this kind of object, raised from D5IDWiz.ImportDataEngine.MakeImportStructure.  Only occurs in versions of D5Beta4 downloaded between 8-14 April.  Solution: Download a patched version of the import dll D5IDWiz.dll from the support page of the Distance web site, and use it to replace the original version.  [14 April 05]
·	{318} Model Definition Properties: CDS and MCDS – Estimate tab.  If you select stratify and then detection function by stratum and then no stratification, you’re left with no detection function boxes being ticked.  [Aditya Gangadharan 2 June 2005, Fixed LJT 2 June 2005]
·	{320} Model Definition Properties: CDS and MCDS - Estimate tab.  When selecting to estimate detection function by stratum and by sample, the interface can ignore the selections you make for estimating the global density estimate as a function of the stratum estimates.  Can also get the message “The option to obtain global density estimates as the unweighted mean of stratum estimates has now been removed from Distance.” when it does not apply. [Aditya Gangadharan 15 June 2005; Fixed LJT 16 June 2005]
·	{316} Model Definition Properties: MRDS.  If you select stratification, or a sample layer other than the default, this is not remembered next time you open up the model definition. [Pierre Richard 30 May 2005; Fixed LJT 1 June 2005]
·	{317} Model Definition Properties: MRDS.  Pressing Default causes the options available in the Sample layer combo box to be repeated, so that the same options become available twice. [LJT 1 June 2005; Fixed LJT 1 June 2005]
·	{315} Setup Project Wizard: When you define a sampling fraction multiplier, the wizard sets the default action for this multiplier in the model definitions to be to multiply the density estimate, rather than to divide it. [Jeff Breeden 18 May 2005; fixed LJT 18 May 2005]
Design Engine and Design Properties
·	{312} Equal spaced zigzag design sometimes doesn’t generate the first or last sampler. [Laura Marshall 1 May 2005; Fixed LJT 5 May 2005]
·	{313} Equal spaced zigzag design sometimes fails on coverage probability simulation with error 5002 “Invalid array index.” in D5DesEng.CModDesignEngineTravelCosts.TotalZZLoopTravelDistance [Laura Marshall 9 May 2005; Fixed LJT 9 May 2005]
·	{314} Overflow error in D5DesEng.ZigzagEqualSpaced.GenerateSamplers when generating coverage probability estimates using a very large number of strata and simulations [Len Thomas 9 May 2005; Fixed LJT 9 May 2005]
Analysis Engines
·	{236} When running an analysis, occasionally get an error from D3NEH.NEngineHost.OpenProjectDatabase.  Error number 3260, “Couldn’t update; the database is currently locked by user ‘admin’.”, source D5DbEng.ProjectSettings.Setting. Currently only reported on a Windows 2000 machine. [Charles Paxton 9 May 2003] [I think I’ve fixed this, but will leave as outstanding until confirmed, LJT 9 May 2003][Similar problem occurs with IsBeta setting - I think I fixed it, LJT 1 July 2005]
CDS Analysis Engine
·	{321} When try to estimate density by sample and detection function global, get the error message “** Error: Density for each sample is unnecessary when detection and expected cluster size are estimated at higher levels **”.  This is a nuisance because there are situations when you want the estimate by sample, for example for exporting to analyses outside Distance.  [Aditya Gangadharan 15 June 2005; Fixed LJT 16 June 2005 - note though that stratum variances are different if you estimate density by sample than if you do not - I guess because it is using the Innes et al. type variance estimator when you estimate density by sample (see the mrds documentation for explanation of Innes et al. type variance estimator)]
·	{325} Degrees of freedom reported incorrectly for detection function, cluster size and encounter rate estimates in bootstrap summary [LJT 24 Aug 2005; Fixed LJT 29 Aug 2005]
MCDS Analysis Engine
·	{322} Can return f(x,z)=-1 under some circumstances (estimated key function scale very small or very large) [LJT 30 June 2005; Fixed LJT 30 June 2005]
·	{323} When fails to converge, does not correctly retrieve results from previous iteration.  Instead gets results from intermediate tries. [LJT 30 June 2005; fixed LJT 30 June 2005]
·	{324} When fails to converge, often gives a misleading warning message about the reason why [LJT 30 June 2005; fixed LJT 30 June 2005]
MRDS Analysis Engine
·	{320} Fixed error in binned data analysis; create.model.frame was changing binned to numeric 0/1 instead of T/F because it was thrown into a matrix.  This caused indexing errors in accessing data and it screwed up fitting for binned data with covariates.
·	{321} Ordering of partials and v-c matrix of exponent and scale parameters in hazard rate didn't agree which created incorrect variance estimation for hazard rate.
·	{322} If distance was not included in mrmodel for method=io.fi or trial.fi, the results were incorrect because the analytical integral for the logistic was not correct.
·	{323} Made changes to gof, qqplot and plot routines to handle left truncation properly.
·	{327} Fixed error in binned data analysis; create.model.frame was changing binned to numeric 0/1 instead of T/F because it was thrown into a matrix.  This caused indexing errors in accessing data and it screwed up fitting for binned data with covariates. . [JLL May 05]
·	{328} Ordering of partials and v-c matrix of exponent and scale parameters in hazard rate didn't agree which created incorrect variance estimation for hazard rate. . [JLL May 05]
·	{329} If distance was not included in mrmodel for method=io.fi or trial.fi, the results were incorrect because the analytical integral for the logistic was not correct. . [JLL May 05]
·	{330} Made changes to gof, qqplot and plot routines to handle left truncation properly. . [JLL May 05]

Resolved problems and new features in Beta 4
New Features/Upgrades
·	CDS/MCDS: When bootstrapping, progress in percent is shown in the interface.
·	CDS/MCDS: When bootstrapping, the bootstrap point estimates are now the mean of the estimates for each bootstrap replicate.  (Previously used reported just the original, non-bootstrap point estimate.)  Bootstrap CVs are bootstrap SE/bootstrap point estimate. (Previously were bootstrap SE/original point estimate.)
·	CDS/MCDS: When bootstrapping, if errors occur in some bootstrap replicates such that density and other statistics cannot be obtained from those runs, Distance now reports the number of runs where the bootstrap failed.
·	See also previous beta versions, below.
Resolved Problems
Installation
·	{281} New version of Tab control used in Distance 5 causes a run time error when closing Distance 4: error 91, “object variable or with block variable not set”. This can safely be ignored!
·	{297} After double-clicking on the Distance setup program, the setup program for another package (e.g., Mark) may start up.  Solution: Make sure there are no other setup programs in the same directory as Distance. [Shane Wellendorf 11 Aug 04; Fixed LJT 11 Aug 04 – renamed the setup program from setup.exe to somethng that’s likely to be unique]
Interface
·	{306} General - opening projects.  Under some regional operating systems, double-clicking on a Distance project to open it cased an error 13 - unknown type. [Atanga Ekobo Aug 2004, Fixed LJT 2 Feb 2005]
·	{300} Manual: Need to describe how to do smearing – in data filter you need to set automatic equal intervals, as choosing the intervals manually doesn’t use the NCLASS command in the analysis engine.  Also point out that smearing not supported for MCDS. [LJT 27 Oct 2004]
·	{134} Analysis Details, Results tab. When results pages are very long, and you scroll down to the bottom of one page, then when you click on next you are taken to the bottom of the next page.  Should take you to the top of each page as you enter it [26 Sept 01, LJT]
·	{22} Browsers/Analysis Components: When you delete a Model Definition in the Analysis Components window, the IDs of the model definitions are not updated in the Analysis Browser table. [2 Nov 00]  Also happens when you delete an analysis set using the Analysis Browser toolbar – the IDs of the new set shown are not updated.  This causes an error in the mouse over event of the Analysis Browser when it doesn't recognize the ID – should error trap this, as well as fixing the source of the problem. [3 Nov 00; Fixed LJT 12 Jan 05]
·	{25} Browsers: when you hit Enter after changing the name of an item, all items in that set become selected (only the one you were editing should be selected).
·	{50} Properties: When you click on OK, the contents of the current tab are not validated before the contents are saved [7 Dec 00]
·	{51} Preferences: Changing options do not seem to have any affect until you restart (e.g., changing default open path; changing timestamp and echo data options for analysis).
MCDS Analysis Engine
·	{217} Smearing has not been tested for the MCDS engine – it may produce incorrect results.  In any case, qq-plots for MCDS analyses with smearing have been disabled, as they don’t make sense when there are non-integer numbers of observations.  [LJT: 3 Feb 03.  Disabled smearing interface for MCDS analyses, and added a note to the manual, LJT 1 Jan 05]
·	{305} When fitting detection function at a higher level and estimating at a lower one (e.g., fit globally, estimate by stratum) and doing a bootstrap, get the inappropriate warning message ** Bootstrap Warning: Degrees of freedom less than 1.0 for estimating confidence limits on density.  Confidence limits not calculated. **.  This message should not appear, since bootstrapping is the correct way to obtain variance estimates in this situation.  [Tiago Marques 8 Dec 2004; Fixed LJT 6 Jan 2005]
·	{308} Same as 305, but message also appears when cluster size is a covariate [Tiago Marques, 17 Feb 2005; Fixed LJT 17 Feb 2005]
·	{307} When bootstrapping, with cluster size as a covariate, can get “Internal error 50, mismatched strata” errors, and similar.  Problem is caused by Distance trying to report expected cluster size during bootstrap, when this is not estimated when cluster size is a covariate.  [Tiago Marques Jan 2005; Fixed LJT Feb 2005]
·	{309} When the data structure is complex, with multiple substratum or subsample layers and there are covariates, can encounter an error “Error: Encountered a problem while executing the data creating query”. [Dirk Burhans, 2 March 2005; Fixed LJT 3 March 3005]

Resolved problems and new features in Betas 1, 2, and 3
New Features/Upgrades
·	MRDS Analysis engine
·	CDS/MCDS: When using multipliers, can now include degrees of freedom used to the  multiplier SE (including cue rate), and these are taken into account when calculating the degrees of freedom for the density estimate (using the Satterthwaite formula – 3.75 in Introduction to Distance Sampling).  When degrees of freedom are not specified, they are assumed to be infinity.  Note that the calculated dfs (and therefore confidence limits) will be different in this version of Distance to previous versions as Distance previously ignored multipliers when calculating the df (see known problem 256, now fixed).
·	CDS/MCDS: Added number of observations to list of columns available in the Analysis Browser.  Number of observations, number of samples and total effort are now also summed over samples/strata.
·	CDS/MCDS: Extended the number of columns in the stats file, to accommodate very large number of strata and samples.  New format is:
FORMAT(2(1X,I5),2(1X,I1),1X,I2,1X,G14.7,1X,F7.4,1X,2(G14.7,1X),F14.7)
See online documentation for further details of the stats file and its uses.
·	MCDS engine maximum number of factor levels per factor covariate increased from 50 to 200.
·	MCDS engine: New diagnostic added to the bottom of the Parameter Estiamtes page – a table summarizing the distribution of the estimated probability of detection, given the covariate values.  This is useful for diagnosing possible problems with the estimates due to low estimated detection probabilities.  See the online help, Chapter 9, MCDS analysis guidelines for more information.
·	Components: Actbar2.ocx upgraded from 2.5.0.65 to 2.5.2.121.  Fixes some minor bugs in the toolbar.
·	Components: Tab32x30.ocx upgraded from 3.1.0.10 to 3.1.0.22.  Fixes some minor bugs in the tab control.
·	Components: MapObjects GIS upgraded to version 2.3
Resolved Problems
Installation
·	{261} Shortcuts to Distance and the help files are added to the current user's start menu with no provision for adding the shortcuts to all users start menu. [Ed Debevec 11 Feb 04; Fixed LJT 13 Feb 04]
·	{262} On multi-users systems, where users don't have permissions to access the Distance program directory the instructions for moving DistIni.mdb to another folder and editing the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE section of the registry don't work.  You still get the "cannot open" error message. [Ed Debevec 11 Feb04; Fixed LJT 13 Feb 04]
Interface
·	{296} When windows are maximized, opening a new window can cause the error message “Invalid bands collection index, Distance MdiMain.LoadChildMenu”.  This is caused by a bug in the toolbar component – to fix it, download an updated version of the component from the Distance web site, under Distance 4.1 support.  The updated component will be included in the next release of Distance. [Ken Burnham 10 Aug 2004; workaround LJT 12 Aug 2004]
·	{271} Analysis Browser: When using point transcts, column summarizing effective detection radius still says “ESW” (as in effective strip width).  [Steve Buckland 6 April 2004; Fixed LJT 9 April 2004 – solution: now says EDR/ESW.  Applied similar solution to other columns that have different terms in point transect analyses]
·	{254} Help: Using F1 to access help produces a Distance internal error "Could not find Help ID" for some windows (e.g., Analysis Browser). [8 Dec 03; Fixed 8 Dec 03 LJT]
·	{259} Main Window: When choosing Windows | Cascade, Map windows do not arrange themselves in the cascade.  [LJT: 5 Feb 04; Fixed LJT 5 Feb 04]
·	{48} Map Browser: Sometimes when you try to delete a stored map, it claims that "No map selected" when you can see that one is [Internal note: this is a problem with the data control not being on the same record as the flexgrid – see CCtlMapBrowser.DeleteMap] [Fixed LJT 5 Feb 04]
·	{260} Map Browser: Moving between lines in the Maps tab of the Project Browser can sometimes cause a "No current record" error [LJT 5 Feb 04; Fixed LJT 5 Feb 04]
·	{282} Model Definition Properties: CDS and MCDS, Variance tab.  When you are using stratification, if you select to bootstrap only by observations, it saves options for bootstrapping by both samples within strata and observations.  [David Borchers 26 May 2004; Fixed LJT 27 May 2004]
·	{284} Preferences: Survey design.  Changes to coverage probability map number of classes are not saved when you click OK [3 June 04 LJT; Fixed 3 June 04, LJT]
·	{52} Survey Properties, Data Fields tab.  Not updating properly when survey methods options chosen.  (For example, change from line transect to point transect, the perp distance field is still white and the radial distance field greyed out, rather than visa versa). [Fixed LJT 6 April 2004]
·	{53} Survey Properties: When you change the properties of a survey that has status run, the status is not reset or results deleted [12 Jan 01; Fixed LJT 6 April 2004]
Design Engine and Design Properties
·	{258} For line designs, realized sampler area covererage and proportion of stratum sampled were calculated incorrectly in Design engine output page (usually as <0.001) [Srinivas V, 12 Jan 04; Fixed LJT 3 Feb 04]
·	{264} Results not displayed correctly on systems where decimal place is denoted by a comma [Gjermund Bøthun 8 March 04; Fixed LJT 18 March 04] 
·	{267} Under some circumstances, the design engine can lock up – occurs when buffering a complex study area.  [LJT 14 March 04; Fixed LJT 15 March 04] [Internal note – created the function GetCombinedExtent to get around this – LJT]
·	{283} In an equal spacing zigzag design, if the design axis is at 90 degrees, get a subscript out of range error [David Borchers 27 May 2004; Fixed LJT 27 May 2004]
·	{285} When run a design using a projected coordinate system, get “Object variable or with block variable not set” in D5DesEng.GeneralDesignProperties.InitDesignObject [Pierre Richard 20 May 2004; Fixed LJT 4 June 2004]
·	{286} Projection parameters not being used when running designs [LJT 4 June 2004; Fixed LJT 4 June 2004]
·	{287} Design properties: Projection not being saved correctly when user asks for same coordinate system as stratum, and stratum is projected with parameters [LJT 7 June 2004; Fixed LJT 7 June 2004]
·	{288} When the new sample layer is to be projected, sample units are not saved projected onto it, so are in completely the wrong locations [LJT 7 June 2004; Fixed LJT 7 June 2004]
·	{290} In some cases for zigzag designs, does not create a convex hull for a stratum and so survey effort is not clipped correctly. [Tiago Marques and LJT 12 July 2004; Fixed LJT 13 July 2004]
·	{291} For zigzag designs where projected units are small numbers (e.g., projections in kilometers) can fail to correctly create a convex hull. [Tiago Marques and LJT 12 July 2004; Fixed LJT 13 July 2004]
·	{292} Design Properties: Systematic Random Line Sampler: When you specify total line length, number of samplers and sampler spacing is not updated and remains at 0.  When you then generate a survey from this design, you get “** Warning: No effort. Unable to generate design. **”. [Tiago Marques 12/7/04, Fixed LJT 13/7/04].
Analysis Engines
·	{256} Degrees of freedom for density estimate calculated using Satterthwaite formula (3.75 in Introduction to Distance Sampling) ignore any multipliers, including cue rate multiplier.  Reported df and confidence limits on density and abundance are therefore (slightly) wrong. [Tiago Marques 20 Jan 2004; Fixed LJT Jan 2004]
·	{257} When cue rate has an SE, this is not reported in the results summary, although this SE is correctly incorporated into the CV of the final density estimate – just a formatting problem [LJT: 2 Feb 2004; Fixed LJT 2 Feb 2004]
·	{270} Interface allows up to 30 intervals, but analysis engine gives an “array out of bounds” error when using >25 intervals [M Obbard 5 April 2004; Fixed LJT 6 April 2004]
·	{272} Cue rate parameter rho not defined in list of parameters on first page of output [Steve Buckland 7 April 2004; Fixed LJT 10 April 2004]
·	{273}When there is only one sample, encounter rate cannot be estimated empirically.  When the user asks for an empirical estimate, a Poisson distribution of counts is assumed, but no warning is given.  Need to add`a`warning.  [Tiago Marques 1 April 2004, Fixed LJT 10 April 2004]
·	{277} When estimating density by stratum and globally, but not by stratum, can get internal error 50: mismatched strata. [David Hanni April 2004; Fixed LJT 28 April 2004]
·	{279} When estimating density and abundance by sample, abundance is estimated for the area of the stratum that the sample is within.  Would be better if it was abundance in the area covered by the sample.  [LJT 29 April 2004; Fixed LJT 29 April 2004]
·	{280} When estimating density globally from the mean of stratum estimates, weighted by area, if area if all strata is 0 Distance incorrectly uses the sum of stratum estimates rarther than a simple mean [Tiago Marques 5 April 2004; Fixed LJT 5 April 2004]
·	{294} With objects in clusters and very large number of observations, can get integer overflow error from line 254 of CMOD function [Martin Raphael 12 July 2004; Fixed LJT 14 July 2004]
·	{295} Under some circumstances, if you try to post-stratify by a field in the observation layer, you get the error message “** Error: Encountered a problem while executing the data creating query.  **” [Paul Lefort 6 August 2004; Fixed LJT 10 August 2004]
·	{303} Can get “Internal Error 102: Could not evaluate area under CDF” when the detection function is quite spiked.  This error prevents the engine from producing a sensible QQ plot.  [LJT 30 Nov 2004; Fixed LJT 30 Nov 2004 – upped the number of iterations of the Simpson’s rule integration evaluator from 10 to 20.  If problem re-occurs, will need to up further]
CDS Analysis Engine
·	{268}  When bootstrapping to obtain variance, if you use mean cluster size as estimate of expected cluster size (rather than using size bias regression), get Internal error 53 and 54 (mismatched stats and mismatched modules) and no bootstrap estimate of variance of mean cluster size.  [LJT 17 March 2004; Fixed LJT 17 March 2004]
·	{269} Under some circumstances can diagnose convergence failure when none occurred. [LJT 17 March 2004; Fixed LJT 17 March 2004]
MCDS Analysis Engine
·	{278} When estimating by sample or strata, the Density Estimates page of output has the total number of observations, effort and number of samples rather than the number for the appropriate sample/stratum. [LJT 28 April 2004; Fixed LJT 29 April 2004]
·	{293} Upper bound on second parameter of hazard rate key function is too high. [Jeff Stratford and LJT 8 July 2004; Fixed LJT 13 July 2004 – set to 20 as with CDS analyses]
·	{157} GOF P-value not saved to stats file [4 Dec 01, LJT; Fixed LJT 2 Dec 04]
·	{298} Plot of factor levels with two factors (and probably more) shows repeats of the same combinations, and misses out other combinations (see det.func.zip project, analysis 24) [Rob Williams and LJT: 25 Oct 04; Fixed LJT 1 Dec 2004]
·	{299} On a hazard-rate analysis, starting off from the constrained ML estimate for the CDS analysis, didn’t converge (but no warning) and the LnL estimate is way off (see det.func.zip project, analysis 73). [Rob Williams and LJT: 25 Oct 04; Fixed LJT 2 Dec 04 – set Simpson’s rule max iterations to 20 (from 10)]
·	{301} Analysis 78 in det.func.zip project crashed in labels.for [LJT: 27 Oct 2004; Fixed LJT 1 Dec 04]
·	{302} Can get incorrect parameter indexing on some output when fit multiple key functions and use a selection criterion to select the best [LJT: 30 Nov 2004; fixed LJT 30 Nov 2004]
·	{303} Analyses with cluster size as a covariate produce mismatched strata internal errors [LJT: Summer 2004; Fixed LJT 30 Nov 2004]
·	{304} Doesn’t calculate qq plot after convergence failure [LJT 2 Dec 04; Fixed LJT 2 Dec 04]

Appendix 1: Files added during Distance 5 Installation

Note - if older versions of these files are already present, they will be overwritten.   If newer versions are already present, they will not be changed.  (An exception to this is RichEd32.dll, which caused some incompatibility problems in test installations.  This file will only be installed if one is not present on the target system.)  If you selected the backup option during Setup, backups of all overwritten files will be stored in the BACKUP subdirectory, off the Distance 5 program directory.  A log of all files installed is kept in the program directory in the file install.log.

Common Files \ Data Dynamics folder
Actbar2.ocx

Common files \ ESRI
Mo20.ocx
AF20.dll
Shape20.dll
pe81.dll
sg81.dll
mtch.dll
JetTable20.dll

Microsoft \ Shared Tools \ DAO
Dao2535.tlb
Dao250.dll
Jettable20.dll
Msjet35.dll
Msjint35.dll
Msjter35.dll
Msrd2x35.dll
dbajet32.dll

Windows System 32 folder
Asycfilt.dll
Comcat.dll
Comctl32.ocx
Comdlg32.ocx
Expsrv.dll
Mfc42.dll
Msvbvm60.dll
Msvcirt.dll
Msvcp60.dll
Msvcrt.dll
Msvcrt40.dll
mtch.dll
Oleaut32.dll
Oledlg.dll
OlePro32.dll
Riched32.dll
Scrrun.dll
Stdole2.tlb
vb5db.dll
vbar332.dll
vbscript.dll
VsFlex7d.ocx
ccrpdbs6.dll
tab32x30.ocx
mschrt20.ocx
richtx32.ocx
dwAXExtn.dll
Dwsdes32.dll
D5Zip.dll
PolarZip.ocx
PolarZipSpan.dll
RichEd32.dll
Splitter.ocx

Program Files \ Distance 5
Ec.exe
DistanceProject.ico
Distance.exe
D5DbEng.dll
CDlg.dll
CTmr.dll
CSDesc.ocx
LLine.ocx
LogStr.dll
LogWin.ocx
SList.ocx
PrjParams.dll
D5Map.ocx
D5Legend.ocx
DistIni.mdb
ID5NEng.dll
D5NEH.exe
D5NSvr.dll
D5NEIUtil.dll
D5CDSNEI.dll
D5MRDSNEI.dll
MCDS.exe
D5DesNEI.dll
D5DesEng.dll
D5SvyNEI.dll
D5DFPrp.ocx
D5MDPrp.ocx
D5CDSPrp.ocx
D5MRDSPrp.ocx
D5DesPrp.ocx
D5SvyPrp.ocx
D5DesDet.ocx
D5SPWiz.dll
DeIDWiz.dll
DistanceLogo.jpg
ReadMe.rtf
mrds.zip
mrds.support.r

Program Files / Distance / Help
distance.chm
distance.pdf
Sponsors.rtf
Authors.rtf
DataEntryIntroduction.rtf
DataEntryGlobal.rtf
DataEntryStratum.rtf
DataEntryObservation.rtf
DataEntryFinished.rtf
TipOfTheDay.txt

Program Files / Distance / Sample Projects
[a number of sample project files]

